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Extract from AQA guidelines

You should realise that:

KEY ADVICE:
It is essential that you PLAN your essay carefully. This will take around 5 minutes. Bullet point or jot down key words,
diagrams or a construct a mind map. Include a brief introduction and a conclusion to summarize the main points.
Remember, that after marking the main body of an essay, examiners will look at the plan for evidence of further possible
credit for scientific content.
In the introduction, you should explain the meaning of any ‘key-terms’ mentioned in the title and the outline of the main
points to be covered in the essay.
The essay MUST be written as a piece of continuous prose: Whilst writing the essay DO NOT use subheadings, bullet points,
i.e. (1) (2) or (a), (b) etc.
Aim to spend 25-30 minutes writing the essay and 5 minutes at the end to read carefully through the essay to make any
amendments.
A GOOD TIP is to write on every other line. This allows for easy addition or correction of material.
How do I prepare for the essay?
Below are some examples of essay titles set in previous papers. With each one is a list of areas of the syllabus that can
provide material for your essay. If you look at the list after each title you will see that it is a short overview of topics – this is
what you need to learn. For the first two examples the short list is followed by a more detailed expanded list to illustrate the
possible scientific content. Not all of this needs to be included to gain full marks.
You should prepare for this part of the exam by writing similar short lists for other possible titles. Then, try expanding your
lists with examples of what you could include.
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Example 1
Title:

Short list:

Expanded list: [NOTE: it is not necessary, or expected, that you include all these in your essay to gain full marks]
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Example 2
Title:

Short list:

Expanded list: [NOTE: it is not necessary, or expected, that you include all these in your essay to gain full marks]
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The following examples have short lists only given. These are not necessarily exhaustive and you may well think of other
topics to include. Work on these to produce expanded lists and then final essays.
Example 3
Title:
Short list:

Example 4
Title:

Short list:

Example 5
Title:

Short list:
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Example 6
Title:
Short list:
NOTE: SHORT LISTS CAN BE ADAPTED TO A RANGE OF TITLES
For example, some of this list will also be relevant if the title is:
‘The central role of proteins in living organisms’
You would need to add the role of proteins in such areas as structure [e.g.
collagen], transport [e.g. haemoglobin] and homeostasis [e.g. hormones
such as insulin]
You would need to remove the excess detail about enzymes such as their
role in nutrient cycles, DNA replication and extracellular digestion.
Example 7
Title:

Short list:

Example 8
Title:

Short list:

[Calvin cycle]
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Example 9
Title:

Short list:

Example 10
Title

Short list:

Other possible titles:











The importance of water to living organisms
The central role of DNA in organisms
The process of diffusion & its importance in living organisms.
ATP and its role in living organisms.
How bacteria affect human lives.
Negative feedback and its importance in biology
Condensation and hydrolysis and their importance in biology.
Inorganic ions include those of sodium, phosphorus and hydrogen. Describe how these and other inorganic ions are
used in living organism.
Describe how nitrogen-containing substances are taken into, and metabolised in, animals and plants.
Why offspring produced by the same parents look different in appearance.
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Marking criteria
These are the criteria used by the examiners when awarding marks
Scientific content of the essay [max 16 marks]

Breadth of the essay [max 3 marks]

Relevance of essay [max 3 marks]

Quality of written communication [max 3 marks]
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